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320g:(a)

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. Al questions carry equal marks.

(b)

(c)

What is the Internet? Distinguish between Internet and

Intranet and describe:the,working of the Internet with a

description of the following
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2..Answer the following in brief::1SilIR i

How are Internet addresses organized?i

End systems and Routers.-1E Ot sdnsesd

Backbone and Access networks. Ii RMIM io
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it d(b) What are the various modes of connecting to the

How is the purpose of DNS in the Internet?
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3. Answer the following questions in the context of World

4.

s0

5.

Wide Web :

(a) What is a Web browser? Name some popular Weh

browsersAYuO

(b)

(c)

UNIT-II

(a)

How does a search engine work?

What is the role of HTTP and FTP?

Sketch the TCP/IP model and give a brief description

sof its core protocols.

(b) Describe HTML documents in terms of its elements

and specify the basic structure of an HTML document.

How are links created in HTML?

What are the various components of E-mail architecture?
Describe how an e-mail system works? Describe the

of MIME in an e-mail system. rndias

6. (a) What can you do with the help of Forms' and Frames'

in HTML? Explain the various elements of a Form
with examples.zs92nihths 1om1ai1k 518 atl
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purpose

i (b) Give an overview of Java Script along with its
advantages. Give a brief description of Java Script

cdevelopment tools, jo b:ogiag 3rli al wo ()
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7.

8.

Answer the following questions in brief
:

UNIT-IV

(a) Give an introduction of Web Servers and name some

popular web servers.

(b) Describe the access and usage of any one of the web

servers.

(c) What is the purpose of an Intrusion detection system?

(a) Describe the threats and attacks to which the Internet
may be vulnerable.

(b) What is the role of encryption, digital signature and

firewalls in the context of network security?
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